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Abstract—Network function virtualization (NFV) brings great conveniences and benefits for the enterprises to outsource their network

functions to the cloud datacenter. In this paper, we address the virtual network function (VNF) placement problem in cloud datacenter

considering users’ service function chain requests (SFCRs). To optimize the resource utilization, we take two less-considered factors

into consideration, which are the time-varying workloads, and the basic resource consumptions (BRCs) when instantiating VNFs in

physical machines (PMs). Then the VNF placement problem is formulated as an integer linear programming (ILP) model with the aim of

minimizing the number of used PMs. Afterwards, a Two-StAge heurisTic solution (T-SAT) is designed to solve the ILP. T-SAT consists

of a correlation-based greedy algorithm for SFCR mapping (first stage) and a further adjustment algorithm for virtual network function

requests (VNFRs) in each SFCR (second stage). Finally, we evaluate T-SAT with the artificial data we compose with Gaussian function

and trace data derived from Google’s datacenters. The simulation results demonstrate that the number of used PMs derived by T-SAT

is near to the optimal results and much smaller than the benchmarks. Besides, it improves the network resource utilization significantly.

Index Terms—Virtual network function placement, resource optimization, service function chain, time-varying workloads, multi-tenancy,

basic resource consumptions, correlation-based algorithm
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1 INTRODUCTION

NETWORK function virtualization (NFV) [1] allows net-
work functions (NFs) or middleboxes traditionally

attached on specific hardwares to be realized in software and
dynamically outsourced to be run on any common off-the-
shelf servers,which brings great conveniences and flexibilities
in programmability, management and policy interactions
between NFs. Nowadays, more and more network operators
and enterprises leverageNFV technology to reduce the cost of
infrastructure construction andmanagement [2], [3].

When hundreds of users outsource their NFs to the cloud
[4], [5], virtual network functions (VNFs) placement (also
mentioned as VNF instantiation) becomes an important but
difficult problem for the cloud service providers (CSPs),
which has received more and more attention from academia
and industry. In the problem, one or more positions where
to instantiate a series of VNFs should be decided with an
optimization objective, such as minimizing the resource
consumptions [6], [7] and maximizing the number of users’
requests that can be served [8]. A good placement solution
can improve the utilization efficiency of network resources

and reduce the CAPital EXpenditures and OPerating
EXpenses (CAPEX/OPEX) greatly, which will produce
more profits for the CSPs. Basically, VNF placement prob-
lem is usually formulated as an integer programming or
linear programming model, and lots of heuristic schemes
have been proposed [6], [9], [10], [11].

Generally, a user’s service request is accomplished by
a service function chain (SFC), which is constructed by a list
of VNFs within a specified order [12], [13]. Thus, we treat a
user’s NF outsourcing request as an SFC request, simplified
as SFCR. Meanwhile, to make a distinction, we call the
elements in a specific SFCR as VNF requests (VNFRs), corre-
sponding to the VNFs in an SFC. Given SFCRs proposed
by different users, the VNF placement problem is specific to
how to deploy a series of SFCs, separately containing multi-
ple VNFs, onto physical machines (PMs) in the cloud.

Different from most works in existing, the VNFs are
multi-tenant capable in our considerations, which means
that one VNF can provide services for multiple tenants at
the same time [14]. Specifically, the VNFRs in SFCRs can be
seen as the tenants in our paper. To optimize the resource
utilization while placing the VNFs, we take the following
two factors into consideration:

1) Consolidations of Time-Varying Workloads. Generally
speaking, the workloads of the NFs are time-varying,
and the peaks and valleys in one NF’s workload do
not necessarily coincide with the others statistically
[15], [16]. For a multi-tenant capable VNF, the capac-
ity of the VNF is commensurate with the workloads
of all VNFRs on it, which implies that resources
are allocated to the VNFs based on workloads of all
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VNFRs on them. So based on the predicted work-
loads of VNFRs, we can gather together the VNFRs,
demanding the same type of VNF and with comple-
mentary workload patterns, on the same multi-
tenant capable VNF to improve the utilization effi-
ciency of network resources. Referring to the real
cases in [15], [16], [17], we use a simple schematic
diagram to demonstrate the advantages. As is shown
in Fig. 1, the left part shows the time-varying CPU
demand of 4 VNFRs for VNF A, the right part shows
two combinations of the 4 VNFRs: in combination 1,
VNFR1 and VNFR3 are hosted on VNF A1, VNFR2

and VNFR4 are hosted on VNF A2; in combination 2,
VNFR1 and VNFR2 are hosted on VNF A1, VNFR3

and VNFR4 are hosted on VNF A2. Compared with
combination 1, the workload of combination 2 is
more smooth, and the peak value of combination 2 is
6 compared with 10 in combination 1, so we just
need to allocate at most 6 units CPU resources to
VNF A1 and A2 respectively in combination 2, com-
pared with 10 units in combination 1. Thus, we can
say that combination 2 leads to a more efficient utili-
zation of PM’s resources than combination 1.

2) Basic Resource Consumptions and the Sharing. We con-
sider the basic resource consumptions (BRCs) when
instantiatingVNFs in a PM. BRCs are the resource con-
sumptions for the basic function maintaining of one
software, like the resource consumptions to maintain
the OS and related libraries of one VNF [18], [19]
before it starts to provide service. Specifically, for the
multi-tenant capableVNFs, BRCs are the resource con-
sumptions to maintain the shared application plat-
form and database by the VNFRs on them. We
concretize them as the CPU and memory consump-
tions in this paper, which are the CPU BRCs (c-BRCs)
and memory BRCs (m-BRCs) respectively. Also, we
assume that BRCs of one VNF are fixed, and they have
no relationship with VNF’s processing capacity. For a
series of VNFRs that are hosted on the samemulti-ten-
ant capable VNF, they share the same block of BRCs.
By gathering the VNFRs that demand the same type of
VNF together, we can save more VNF instances, then
BRCs decrease subsequently, leading to fewer node
resource consumptions.

As stated before, users’ NF requests are accomplished by
SFCs, so the flow of one user’s request must go through a
series of VNFs in a specified order to get served. If all the
VNFs that an SFCR needs are in the same PM (Scenario 1), the
traffic loads between the VNFs will be restricted in the PM,
and the corresponding bandwidth consumptions on the links
will not occur. However, if the VNFs needed are distributed
among multiple PMs (Scenario 2), the corresponding band-
width consumptions on the links cannot be avoided. Com-
pared with Scenario 2, Scenario 1 needs more VNF instances,
so BRCs aremore in Scenario 1. Thus, we can find that there is
a confliction between bandwidth consumptions and BRCs,
andwe need tomake a balance between them.

In summary, we consider the VNF placement problem in
cloud datacenter with a series of known SFCRs. To optimize
the utilization of network resources, we take the time-
varying workloads and BRCs into consideration. After-
wards, the VNF placement problem is formulated as an
integer linear programming (ILP) model, aiming to mini-
mize the number of used PMs. The VNF placement problem
has turned out to be NP-hard [6], [9], [10], [20], [21], so is the
VNF placement problem in our paper. Thus we solve the
ILP with a small number of SFCRs using Gurobi [22] and
propose a Two-StAge heurisTic solution (T-SAT) to solve
the ILP when the number of SFCRs is large. T-SAT can be
divided into two parts: one is the correlation-based greedy
algorithm, which aims to map the SFCRs to the PMs accord-
ing to the correlation between their predicted workloads,
and the other is a further adjustment process based on
VNFRs, which aims to gather the VNFRs that demand the
same type of VNF together to save more node resources,
owing to BRCs sharing among VNFRs on the same multi-
tenant capable VNF.

Our major contributions can be summarized as:

1) To improve the utilization efficiency of network
resources, we consider the time-varying feature of
NF requests’ workloads. Specifically, we design a
correlation-based algorithm to handle them.

2) We consider BRCs and multi-tenancy of VNFs and
reveal the confliction between bandwidth consump-
tions and BRCs. Then we exploit the fact that VNFRs
on the multi-tenant capable VNFs can share BRCs to
save more node resources while keeping a balance
between bandwidth consumptions and BRCs.

3) We formulate the VNF placement problem as an ILP
model and propose a novel two-stage solution, T-
SAT. Then T-SAT is evaluated in detail with the arti-
ficial data we compose with Gaussian function and
the trace data derived from Google’s datacenters
[23]. The simulation results demonstrate that T-SAT
can improve the utilization of network resources sig-
nificantly and acquire a smaller number of used PMs
than the benchmarks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the related works. In Section 3, we describe
the system model and the related concepts. Section 4 formu-
lates the VNF placement problem and our solution T-SAT is
introduced in Section 5. Afterwards, Section 6 is the perfor-
mance evaluation of T-SAT. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section 7.

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of VNFR composition with time-varying
workload.
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2 RELATED WORK

NFV and the related VNF placement problem have attracted
plenty of attention of researchers. In [6], the structures of SFCs
are not known forward, and the authors proposed a model
for formalizing the SFCs, then they formulated the VNFmap-
ping problem as a Mixed Integer Quadratically Constraints
Program (MIQCP). A closed-loop with critical mapping feed-
back algorithm to jointly optimize the topology design and
mapping of multiple SFCs is presented in [7]. In [8], they
thought that the relationship between link and server usage
plays a crucial role in the joint VNF placement and path selec-
tion problem. Then the authors gave a mathematical program
analysis about it, and proposed a heuristic solution based on
that. In [9], the authors studied the VNFs placement in the
datacenter where optical technologies are employed, with the
goal of minimizing the expensive optical/electronic/optical
(O/E/O) conversion times for NFV chaining. Cohen et al. [11]
considered the actual placement of VNFs within the physical
network, and provided a near optimal solution with theoreti-
cally proven performance. In [24], Rankothge et al. optimized
the resource allocation for VNFs in cloud datacenter using
genetic algorithms. However, few of the existing works about
VNF placement problem pay attention to the multi-tenant
capable VNFs, despite the fact that the multi-tenant capable
VNFs can lead to a more efficient utilization of network
resources.

It is worth noting that the authors in [10] mentioned that
more VNFs mean more consumption of the computing
resources, but fewer VNFs result in more traffic loads. They
pointed out the confliction between the node resource con-
sumptions and bandwidth consumptions, but they did not
consider the overhead when instantiating VNFs. In [25],
when calculating the resource consumptions of one VM, the
authors considered the overhead of virtualization besides the
loads of tenants, which has some similarity with the BRCs we
consider. However, they did not pay attention to the conflic-
tion between the node resource consumptions and bandwidth
consumptions.

Although few works consider the time-varying workload
in VNF placement problem, we find that plenty of works
have been done on the VM consolidation problem consider-
ing time-varying workload.

In [16], the authors thought that the peaks and valleys in
one workload pattern do not necessarily coincide with the
others. Thus, the unused resources of a low utilized VM can
be borrowed by the other co-located VMs with high utiliza-
tion. They proposed a VM selection algorithm that seeks to
find those VM combinations with complementary workload
patterns based on Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Zhang
et al. [26] proposed to reserve some extra resources on each
PM to accommodate bursty workload. And they used the
two-state Markov chain to capture the burstiness of work-
load and developed a novel server consolidation algorithm.
Zheng et al. [27] proposed PowerNets to save the energy
consumption in datacenter based on the time-varying work-
loads. We have the similar view with the authors in [17]
that multiplexing VNFs with dynamic workload properly
will increase the utilization efficiency of network resources.
Besides, we have to consider the interactions between the
VNFs at the same time owing to the property of SFCs, which

results in the confliction between node resource consump-
tions and bandwidth consumptions.

Referring to previous works, we formulate the VNF
placement problem as an ILP model with the aim of mini-
mizing the number of used PMs while considering the time-
varying workloads and BRCs. Then we propose a two-stage
heuristic solution to solve it.

3 SYSTEM MODEL AND RELATED CONCEPTS

In this section, we introduce the system model and make a
further explanation for the concepts referred to before.

3.1 System Model

We represent the substrate network as an undirected graph
G ¼ ðNs;EsÞ, where Ns indicates the set of total nodes in
substrate network and Es indicates the link set of the sub-
strate network. Specifically, we use P to indicate the set of
total PMs and R to indicate the set of total access switches,
which handle the service accessing of SFCRs.

We assume that there are jGj SFCRs in total, and use a 4-
tuple ðingg ; egg ;Cg ; E

n
gÞ to indicate SFCR g, where ingg indi-

cates the ingress node of SFCR g, egg indicates the egress
node of SFCR g,Cg indicates the set of total VNFRs in SFCR
g and En

g indicates the set of logical links between the nodes
of SFCR g. Generally, the ingress node and egress node of
the same SFCR should be hosted on the same access switch.

3.2 Multi-Tenancy and BRCs

Multi-tenancy is a software architecture principle in the
realm of the Software as a Service (SaaS) business model
[14], which allows multiple tenants to share the same soft-
ware instance [28]. Compared with the single-tenant archi-
tecture, in which each tenant gets its own instance of
application, multi-tenancy can lead to higher resource utili-
zation, lower service price, and more efficient management
for the CSPs. So we assume that the VNFs are multi-tenant
capable in this paper. As a result of multi-tenancy, we just
need to place one instance of some specified VNF in a PM
[14]. But from the view of the whole network, there are mul-
tiple instances of one specified VNF.

BRCs are the resource consumptions for the basic function
maintaining of one software. Traditionally, a VNF is hosted
on one VM, and it needs independent guest OS and libraries
[29], so BRCs are the resource consumptions to maintain the
functioning of VM platform, guest OS and libraries that one
VNF needs. For amulti-tenant capable VNF, the resource con-
sumptions maintaining the shared application platform and
database can be seen as BRCs. And the VNFRs on the same
multi-tenant capable VNF can share the BRCs, even if they
belong to different SFCRs. Besides, we assume that BRCs of
one VNF are fixed and they have no relationship with the
processing capacity of that VNF.

3.3 Correlation Coefficients

We need to evaluate the correlation between the workloads
of different SFCRs or VNFRs, avoiding that SFCRs or
VNFRs whose workloads have high correlation are placed
together. By saying the two workloads have high correla-
tion, we mean that their peaks and valleys are coincide with
each other frequently. To evaluate the correlation, we
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should compare the workloads within a period. So every
workload variable within time interval T is corresponding
to a sequence of values. Mathematically speaking, workload
variables are vectors instead of constants.

Several coefficients are often used to evaluate the correla-
tion between two vectors, such as Pearson’s correlation
coefficient [16], [30], Minkowski Distance [31], and Cosine
correlation coefficient [17]. We apply the above three men-
tioned correlation coefficients to T-SAT respectively, and
find that the Cosine correlation coefficient can acquire the
best effect from plenty of experiments. So we choose it as
the final candidate to T-SAT.

The Cosine correlation coefficient is as follows:

cosXY ¼
Pn

i¼1 XiYiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i¼1 X

2
i

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn
i¼1 Y

2
i

p : (1)

The bigger the cosXY is, the more related vectors X and Y
are. In our paper, we need to gather the SFCRs or VNFRs
with complementary workload patterns together. Hence the
smaller the cosXY is, the more likely the two SFCRs or
VNFRs are mapped in the same PM.

4 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we give a description about the VNF place-
ment problem we consider through a simple case, and com-
plete the formulations about the problem.

4.1 Problem Description

Fig. 2 shows a non-trivial example about how to place VNFs
for two SFCRs in a 3-layer fat-tree topology. For the fat-tree
topology, the switches in the core layer (core switches) are
responsible for the service accessing. In the figure, VNFir
indicates different VNFR, corresponding to VNFi that indi-
cates different types of VNFs respectively, i 2 fa; b; c; d; eg;
SFCR 1 enters the datacenter from switch 1, and SFCR 2
from switch 4. We assume that VNFar1 is mapped on PM
21; VNFbr1 on PM 23; VNFcr1 on PM 25; VNFdr1 on PM 29;
VNFar2 on PM 36; VNFer2 on PM 33; VNFcr2 on PM 25;
VNFdr2 on PM 29; Then we need to place two instances of
VNFa on PM 21 and 36, respectively; an instance of VNFb

on PM 23; an instance of VNFc on PM 25; an instance of

VNFd on PM 29; an instance of VNFe on PM 33. And the
total BRCs are 6 shares. The flow path of SFCR 1 is
1! 5! 13! 21! 13! 6! 14! 23! 14! 5! 1! 7!
15! 25! 15 ! 7! 2! 9! 17! 29! 17! 9!1, which
is demonstrated in blue arrows. The flow path of SFCR 2 is
4! 12! 20! 36! 20! 11! 19! 33! 19! 11! 2!
7! 15! 25! 15! 7! 2! 9! 17! 29! 17! 10!4,
which is demonstrated in red arrows. If we change the map-
ping position of VNFar2 from PM 36 to PM 21, we do not
need to place the instance of VNFa on PM 36, so PM 36 is
free out and the total BRCs become 5 shares. However, the
flow path of SFCR 2 becomes 4! 6! 13! 21! 13! 5!
1! 11! 19! 33! 19! 11! 2! 7! 15 ! 25! 15!
7! 2! 9! 17! 29! 17! 10! 4. The number of links
that SFCR 2 passes through increases from 22 to 24, so the
bandwidth consumptions increase. If we change the map-
ping position of VNFcr2 from PM 25 to PM 29, we need to
instantiate another instance of VNFc on PM 29 and the
BRCs become 7 shares. However, the flow path of SFCR 2
becomes 4! 12! 20! 36! 20! 11! 19! 33! 19!
12! 3! 10! 17! 29 ! 17! 10!4. The number of
links that SFCR 2 passes through decreases from 22 to 16, so
the bandwidth consumptions decrease.

The above simple case shows a VNF placement process
and reveals the confliction between BRCs and bandwidth
consumptions. Generally speaking, we accomplish the map-
ping of the SFCRs or VNFRs first, and then based on the
mapping results, we determine the placement of the related
VNFs and allocate resources to them commensurate with
the workloads of VNFRs on them. It is worth noting that the
serving capacity of one VNF is determined by the VNFRs it
serves, which is a constant value once the placement of
VNFs is accomplished. Moreover, as stated before, the time-
varying workloads also have to be considered to improve
the utilization efficiency of the network resources.

The activating of one PM is usually associated with much
energy and capital cost, and fewer PMs mean fewer costs
and motivate the increasing of the network resource utiliza-
tion. So in this paper, our target is to minimize the number
of used PMs. Considering the constraints of the limited
resources, namely CPU, memory and bandwidth, we for-
mulate the VNF placement problem as an integer linear pro-
gramming model.

4.2 Problem Formulation

The notations used in the following equations are described
in Table 1.

First, we must ensure that one node in an SFCR is
mapped on one and only one node in the substrate network,
so for SFCR g

XjP j�1
u¼0

xg;nn
i
;nsu
¼ 1; ns

u 2 P; nn
i 2 Cg n fingg ; eggg; (2a)

XjRj�1
u¼0

xg;nn
i
;nsu ¼ 1; ns

u 2 R; nn
i 2 fingg ; eggg; (2b)

xg;ingg ;nsu ¼ xg;egg ;n
s
u
; ns

u 2 R; (2c)

where g 2 G. Eq. (2a) restricts that one VNFR can only be
mapped on one PM. Eqs. (2b) and (2c) restrict that ingg and

Fig. 2. A VNF placement instance with a 3-layer fat-tree topology.
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egg of SFCR g can only be mapped on the same access
switch.

Then we should ensure that the total resource consump-
tions by the VNFRs in one PM should not exceed the

resource capacity of that PM at each sampling time �tD,
where tD is the sample interval of the workload. So the con-
straint for CPU consumptions is

XjGj�1
g¼0

XjCg j�1

i¼0
cpug;nv

i
ð�tDÞ � xg;nn

i
;nsu

þ
XF�1
f¼0

brccpuf � zf;nsu � Ccpu
nsu

; ns
u 2 P;

(3)

where zf;nsu indicates whether an instance of VNF f is placed

on PM ns
u. In Eq. (3),

PF�1
f¼0 brccpuf � zf;nsu indicates the total

CPU BRCs in PM ns
u.

zf;nsu relies on xg;nn
i
;nsu and lg;nn

i
;f

zf;nsu ¼
1;

PjGj�1
g¼0

PjCg j�1
i¼0 xg;nn

i
;nsu � lg;nni ;f � 1;

0 otherwise;

(
(4)

where ns
u 2 P , and lg;nn

i
;f indicates whether VNFR nn

i in

SFCR g demands VNF f, if so, lg;nn
i
;f ¼ 1. So Eq. (4) indicates

that we need to place an instance of VNF f on PM ns
u for the

VNFRs that demand it.
Like Eq. (3) for CPU, we can formulate the memory con-

straints as

XjGj�1
g¼0

XjCg j�1

i¼0
memg;nn

i
ð�tDÞ � xg;nn

i
;nsu

þ
XF�1
f¼0

brcmem
f � zf;nsu � Cmem

nsu
;

(5)

where ns
u 2 P .

In fact, for a time period, the times of resource over-
utilization can be tolerated within certain range. Then we
define the following binaries:

Icpuð�tDÞ ¼
1; Eq: 3 is violated;

0 otherwise;

�
(6)

Imemð�tDÞ ¼ 1; Eq: 5 is violated;
0 otherwise;

�
(7)

where Icpuð�tDÞ and Imemð�tDÞ indicate whether the CPU
and memory constraints are violated at sampling time �tD,
respectively. Therefore, the CPU and memory constraints
within time interval T can be

XL�1
�¼0

Icpuð�tDÞ=L � ucpu; (8)

XL�1
�¼0

Imemð�tDÞ=L � umem; (9)

where ucpu and umem indicate the resource violation thresh-
old for CPU and memory, respectively. Eqs. (8) and (9) indi-
cate that the total resource violation times within time
interval T must not exceed a threshold. The relationship
between T , tD, and L is

tD ¼ T=L: (10)

Following the node constraints, we introduce the link con-
straints subsequently.

TABLE 1
Notations

Pramaters Descriptions

SFCR related

G set of total SFCRs, g 2 G is an SFCR.
ingg ingress node of SFCR g.
egg egress node of SFCR g.
Cg set of total VNFRs in SFCR g.
En

g set of logical links between the nodes
of SFCR g.

nn
i , n

n
j two nodes in one SFCR.

ðnn
i ; n

n
jÞ logical link between nn

i and nn
j , ðnn

i ; n
n
jÞ 2 En

g .

F types number of VNFs, f 2 f0; 1; . . . ;F� 1g
is an element.

Topology related

Ns set of total nodes in substrate network.
P set of total PMs.
R set of total access switches.
Es link set of the substrate network.
ns
u, n

s
v two nodes in the substrate network.

ðns
u; n

s
vÞ substrate link between ns

u and ns
v.

Sampling related

T time window length of the workload
we consider.

tD sample interval of the workload.
L sample times to the workload in time

window T . � indicates the sequence
number of the sampling,
� 2 f0; 1; . . . ;L� 1g.

Resource related

cpug;nn
i
ð�tDÞ CPU consumption by VNFR nn

i in SFCR
g at time �tD.

memg;nn
i
ð�tDÞ memory consumption by VNFR nn

i in
SFCR g at time �tD.

bg;nn
i
;nn

j
ð�tDÞ bandwidth consumption by logical link

(nn
i n

n
j ) in SFCR g at time �tD.

brccpuf BRCs of CPU when placing an instance
of VNF f, f 2 F.

brcmem
f BRCs of memory when placing an

instance of VNF f, f 2 F.
Ccpu

nsu
CPU capacity of PM ns

u.

Cmem
nsu

memory capacity of PM ns
u.

Clink
ðnsu;nsvÞ link capacity of substrate link ðns

u; n
s
vÞ.

ucpu; umem; ulink resource violation threshold for CPU,
memory, and link within time interval T ,
respectively.

Binary variables

xg;nn
i
;nsu

whether nn
i in SFCR g is hosted on

substrate node ns
u, n

s
u 2 P [R.

lg;nn
i
;f whether VNFR nn

i in SFCR g demands
VNF f.

yg;nn
i
;nn

j
;nsu;n

s
v

whether the logical link ðnn
i ; n

n
jÞ in SFCR

g is mapped on substrate link ðns
u; n

s
vÞ.

zf;nsu whether an instance of VNF f is placed
on PM ns

u, n
s
u 2 P .

hnsu
whether PM ns

u is activated, n
s
u 2 P .
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First, the link variable is

yg;nn
i
;nn

j
;nsu;n

s
v
¼ 1; condition is satisfied;

0 otherwise;

�
(11)

where the condition in Eq. (11) is that logical link ðnn
i ; n

n
jÞ in

SFCR g is mapped on substrate link ðns
u; n

s
vÞ, ðns

u; n
s
vÞ 2 Es.

In general, each logical link is corresponding to a path in
the substrate network. However, in the VNF placement
problem, two different nodes in one SFCR can be mapped
on the same substrate node, and then the corresponding
logical link is limited in one PM.

Similar to the constraints about node resources, we have
the following link resource constraint at sampling time �tD

XjGj�1
g¼0

X
ðnn

i
;nn

j
Þ2En

g

bg;nn
i
;nn

j
ð�tDÞ � yg;nn

i
;nn

j
;nsu;n

s
v
� Clink

ðnsu;nsvÞ; (12)

where ðns
u; n

s
vÞ 2 Es and g 2 G.

The link resource constraint within time interval T is

Ilinkð�tDÞ ¼
1; Eq: 12 is violated;

0 otherwise;

�
(13)

XL�1
�¼0

Ilinkð�tDÞ=L � ulink; (14)

where ulink indicates the resource violation threshold for link
resources within time interval T .

For the flow of SFCR g, the following constraints must be
satisfied

XNs

nsv

yg;nn
i
;nn
j
;nsu;n

s
v
� 1; (15a)

XNs

nsv

yg;nn
i
;nn
j
;nsv;n

s
u
� 1; (15b)

XNs

nsv

yg;nn
i
;nn

j
;nsu;n

s
v
�
XNs

nsv

yg;nn
i
;nn

j
;nsv;n

s
u

¼ xg;nn
i
;nsu � xg;nn

j
;nsu ;

(15c)

where ðns
v; n

s
uÞ 2 Es; ðnn

i ; n
n
jÞ 2 En

g ; g 2 G.
Eq. (15a) indicates whether logical link ðnn

i ; n
n
jÞ in SFCR g

is mapped on one of the substrate links that leave out node

ns
u, if so,

PNs

nsv
yg;nn

i
;nn

j
;nsu;n

s
v

equals 1. Eq. (15b) indicates

whether the same logical link is mapped on one of the

substrate links that go in node ns
u, if so,

PNs

nsv
yg;nn

i
;nn

j
;nsv;n

s
u

equals 1. The two equations also ensure that one logical link

cannot be split. Eq. (15c) ensures that the path in the sub-
strate network is consecutive for a flow.

Finally, we use hnsu
to indicate whether PM ns

u is acti-
vated, ns

u 2 P . hnsu
relies on xg;nv

i
;nsu

hnsu
¼ 1;

PjGj�1
g¼0

PjCg j�1
i¼0 xg;nv

i
;nsu
� 1; ns

u 2 P;

0 otherwise;

(
(16)

Eq. (16) indicates that even if only one VNFR is mapped on
the PM, the PM has also to be activated. The total number of

activated PMs is

Ht ¼
XjP j�1
u¼0

hnsu
: (17)

Our target is to minimize the number of activated PMs

min Ht;

s:t: Eq: 2 to Eq: 17:
(18)

The VNF placement problem is formulated as an integer lin-
ear programming model, which is NP-hard. For the ILP, we
can derive the optimal results by existing optimization solv-
ers, like Gurobi [22], when the problem scale is small. How-
ever, it is infeasible to get the optimal results in foreseeable
time when the problem scale is large. So we design a Two-
StAge heurisTic solution to solve the ILP in polynomial time.

5 PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this section, we present the two-stage heuristic solution,
T-SAT. A general idea about T-SAT is presented first in
Section 5.1, then the details about the algorithms are demon-
strated in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.

5.1 Framework of T-SAT

T-SAT consists of a correlation-based greedy algorithm for
mapping SFCRs to PMs and a further adjustment process to
reduce BRCs by gathering the VNFRs that demand the
same type of VNF together.

We map all the SFCRs one by one to the PMs using the
correlation-based greedy algorithm at the first stage. During
the process, one SFCR is mapped on one PM as a whole
unless the total resources demanded by the SFCR cannot be
satisfied by the PM. For those SFCRs that cannot be mapped
onto one PM as a whole, we split each of them into several
VNFRs and map these VNFRs one by one to the PMs.

If we place VNFs based on the above results, BRCs will
occupy a big share of the resources in the PMs. Because each
PMhas to instantiate almost all kinds of VNFs in it and differ-
ent VNF instances cannot share BRCs. On the contrary, the
interacting traffic between PMs is the least in above situation.

We can reduce BRCs by reducing the number of redupli-
cated VNF instances. So we gather the VNFRs demanding
the same type of VNF together into a smaller group of PMs
in the second stage, based on above SFCRs mapping results.
Then we can instantiate fewer VNFs, and BRCs are reduced.
Subsequently, the total resource consumptions in PMs are
fewer, and the number of used PMs decreases. However,
the above processes may increase the interacting traffic
between the PMs. So we must ensure that the link capacity
constraints are not violated during the adjustment process.

5.2 Correlation-Based Greedy Algorithm

Algorithm 1 is the framework of the correlation-based
greedy algorithm. First, we establish the correlation coeffi-
cient matrix � about all SFCRs. � is a jGj � jGj square sym-
metric matrix. mi;j is one of its elements, which indicates the
correlation coefficient between the workloads of SFCR i and
SFCR j. Theworkload of one SFCR is the linear accumulation
of all VNFRs’ workloads in it. We set mi;j as an infinity value
when i ¼ j. Otherwise,mi;j is calculated by Eq. (20).
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Algorithm 1. Correlation-Based Greedy Algorithm

1: Input: The set of all the SFCRs: G;
The initial status of datacenter: S0;

2: Output:Number of used PMs: P0;
Status of datacenter: S1;

3: Establish the correlation coefficient matrix � about all
SFCRs.

4: while G is not empty do
5: Start a new PM, P0 ¼ P0 þ 1.
6: Pick out the pair of SFCRs in �whose workloads have

the minimal correlation coefficient.
7: Select the SFCR that consumes more resources as the

chosen SFCR.
8: Make a copy of current G as Gc.
9: while Gc is not empty do
10: if PM can hold the chosen SFCR then
11: Put the chosen SFCR into the PM.
12: Remove the chosen SFCR from G and Gc.
13: if Gc is not empty then
14: Take the SFCRs in the PM as a whole,

indicated as �.
15: Calculate the workload correlation

coefficients between � and each of the
rest SFCRs.

16: Pick out the SFCR whose workload has the
minimal correlation with the workload of � to
be mapped nextly.

17: else
18: break.
19: end
20: else
21: Decompose the chosen SFCR into VNFRs

and try to map them into PMs that
have VNFRs in themselves based on first-fit.

22: if the above process is successful then
23: Remove the chosen SFCR from Gc and G.
24: else
25: Remove the chosen SFCR from Gc.
26: end
27: if Gc is not empty then
28: Pick out the SFCR that has the minimal

workload correlation coefficient with �
to be mapped nextly.

29: else
30: break.
31: end
32: end
33: end
34: end
35: return P0, S1.

As stated before, we consider the constraints of three
types of resources, namely CPU, memory and bandwidth.
So there are three vectors for each SFCR mathematically,
and the mathematic description for the workload of SFCR i
can be formulated as

Mi ¼
cpu0i cpu1i . . . cpuL�1i

mem0
i mem1

i . . . memL�1
i

band0i band1i . . . bandL�1i

0
@

1
A; (19)

where L is the sample times we apply to the workload.

For Eq. (19), the three rows ofMi indicate the vector vari-
ables of CPU, memory and bandwidth respectively. The
correlation coefficient mi;j between SFCR i and SFCR j can
be calculated as

mi;j ¼ fðM0
i ;M0

j Þ þ fðM1
i ;M1

j Þ þ fðM2
i ;M2

j Þ; (20)

where f is the function referred to in Section 3.3 to calculate
the correlation coefficient of two vectors.

After establishing the correlation coefficient matrix, we
pick out the pair of SFCRs, the workloads of which have the
minimal correlation coefficient. Then the SFCR in the pair
that consumes more resources is selected and mapped in
the PM. At line 8 in Algorithm 1, we make a copy of current
SFCR set G, indicated as Gc, aiming to traverse all the rest
SFCRs and check out whether the chosen SFCR can be
mapped in the current PM (lines 9-33 in Algorithm 1).

If the chosen SFCR can be hosted in current PM as a
whole, we put it in the PM and remove it from both G and
Gc (lines 11-12 in Algorithm 1). After that, we choose the
next SFCR to be mapped (lines 14-16 in Algorithm 1). First,
the SFCRs already in the PM are taken as a whole, indicated
as �. Then we calculate the correlation coefficient between
the workload of � and the workload of each SFCR in Gc. At
last, the SFCR in Gc whose workload has the minimal corre-
lation with the workload of � is chosen to be mapped nextly.

If the chosen SFC cannot be hosted in current PM as a
whole, we decompose the SFCR into several individual
VNFRs and try to map these VNFRs in PMs that already
have VNFRs in based on first-fit algorithm (lines 21-26 in
Algorithm 1). If these VNFRs cannot be mapped totally, it
indicates that the chosen SFCR needs an empty PM to be
mapped. So we keep it in G to be mapped in future and only
remove it from Gc. Then if Gc is not empty, the SFCR in Gc

whose workload has the minimal correlation with the work-
load of � is chosen to be mapped nextly.

The above processes are repeated until Gc is empty. After
the breaking of the inner while loop (lines 9-33 in Algo-
rithm 1), we need to check if G is empty. If G is empty, it
means that all the SFCRs are mapped on the PMs.

Based on the above SFCR mapping results, each used PM
contains almost all kinds of VNFRs. If we place the related
VNF instances based on that, each of PMs has to instantiate
almost all types of VNFs, which will results in a great vol-
ume of BRCs. However, there is little interacting traffic
between the PMs in this situation, so the utilization of band-
width resource is low relatively. Then the next step is to
reduce BRCs with the increasing of the bandwidth utiliza-
tion, trying to reduce the number of used PMs further.

5.3 Two-Stage Adjustment Algorithm

In the second stage, we design an adjustment algorithm to
reduce BRCs. The adjustment algorithm is divided into two
parts. The first step tries to gather the VNFRs demanding
the same type of VNF together into a smaller number of
PMs intra the same cluster, where a cluster is a collection of
PMs that are close to each other. By gathering the VNFRs
demanding the same type of VNF together, we can reduce
the number of reduplicated VNF instances, and then reduce
the volume of BRCs. After the adjustment in each cluster,
we sort all the PMs in ascending order based on the average
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resource utilization of each PM, and design an algorithm
moving out the VNFRs from the PMs of low resource utili-
zation to the PMs of high resource utilization. If all the
VNFRs are moved out from one PM, the PM is released.

5.3.1 Intra Cluster Adjustment

The first step is to gather together the VNFRs demanding the
same type VNF intra each cluster. To state our algorithm
more briefly, we treat all those VNFRs in the same PM that
demand the same type of VNF as a whole, indicated as
VNFRw. Whenwemigrate a VNFRw from one PM to another,
we mean that all the corresponding VNFRs demanding the
same type VNF aremigrated.

Algorithm 2 gives the adjustment process intra each of the
clusters. First, we calculate the traffic going through each
VNFRw (line 3 in Algorithm 2), which is indicated as VNFRt

w.
VNFRt

w is the accumulation of the traffic flowing in and out
of all VNFRs belonging to the corresponding VNFRw. After
the calculation of all the VNFRt

ws, we pick out the VNFRw

that has the minimal VNFRt
w in each of the PMs (line 10 in

Algorithm 2) and store them in a list, which is indicated as D.
Nextly, the target PMs are chosen for each of these VNFRws
(line 11 in Algorithm 2), and these VNFRws are moved to the
target PMs, respectively.

Algorithm 2. Intra Cluster Adjustment Algorithm

1: Input:Number of used PMs: P0,
Status of datacenter: S1;

2: Output:Number of used PMs: P1,
Status of datacenter: S2;

3: Calculate the traffic going through each VNFRw in each PM,
indicated as VNFRt

w.
4: Calculate the number of used clusters Nc.
5: i ¼ 0.
6: while i < Nc do
7: Store the PMs in cluster zi to a list LPM.
8: Backup the status of datacenter.
9: while LPM is not empty do
10: Find the VNFRw that has the minimal VNFRt

w in each
of the PMs belonging to cluster zi, indicated as
D ¼ fD0;D1 . . .Dh�1g, h is the size of the cluster.

11: Choose the target PM for each VNFRw in D. 
Function 1

12: Migrate each VNFRw in D to the target PM.
13: if eliminate_exceed() is true then
14: Check all the PMs in the cluster zi, remove the

unqualified PM from LPM.
15: else
16: Restore the status of datacenter.
17: Break.
18: end
19: end
20: i ¼ iþ 1.
21: end
22: return P1, S2.

The details about how to find the target PM for each
VNFRw in D are shown in Function 1. For a VNFRw in D,
which is indicated as Dj, the target PMmust have the VNFRw

that demands the same type of VNF with Dj. Then we take
two factors into consideration, which are the VNFRt

w of the

VNFRw in the target PM (line 9 in Function 1) and the correla-
tion between the workload of Dj and the workload of the
total VNFRs already in the target PM (line 7 and 13-14 in
Function 1). We quantify the above two considerations as a
series of weighted factors, v (line 18 in Function 1), and v is
the weighted difference between normalized VNFRt

w and
normalized correlation coefficient. Finally, the PM with the
biggestv is chosen as the target PM forDj. In this way, on the
one hand, we avoid the moving of the VNFRw with larger
VNFRt

w, incurring as less interacting traffic between PMs as
possible. On the other hand, it leads to higher utilization of
the resources in PMs, owing to the less correlation between
the workload of Dj and the workload of the total VNFRs
already in the target PM. a and b are the adjustment factors
in the calculation of v.

Function 1. Choose the Target PM

1: Input: Status of datacenter: S2, D;
2: Output: The target PMs list: Lt;
3: j ¼ 0.
4: while j < h do
5: for each PM in cluster zi do
6: if Dj in the PM then
7: Calculate the resource demand matrixMj for Dj.
8: else if the PM has the same kind VNFRw with Dj then
9: Record VNFRt

w of VNFRw in the PM as t�, and
store it in T�.

10:
11: end
12: for each PM in cluster zi that has the same kind VNFRw with

Dj do
13: Establish the resource demand matrix for the VNFRs

already in the PM, indicated asMu.
14: Calculate the correlation coefficient betweenMj and

Mu as m�, then store it in ��.
15: end
16: Normalize all the values in T� and ��.
17: for each pair of values for one PM in T� and �� do
18: Calculate the weighted factor v,

v ¼ a� t� � b� m�:

19: end
20: Pick out the PM that has the biggest v into Lt.
21: j ¼ jþ 1.
22: end
23: return Lt.

By gathering the VNFRws demanding the same type of
VNF together, some PMs do not need to place the corre-
sponding VNF instances. Therefore BRCs in these PMs
are saved. However, the above processes may cause
resource over-utilization on some PMs. So function elimi-
nate_exceed() (line 13 in Algorithm 2) is designed to elim-
inate the resource over-utilization. The main idea of
eliminate_exceed() is to migrate part of the VNFRs from
the PM with resource over-utilization to other PMs that
have free resources. Only if there is no resource over-
utilization in all PMs belonging to the current cluster,
eliminate_exceed() returns True. If not, we abandon all
the above processes, and restore the status of the datacen-
ter (line 16 in Algorithm 2), then start to deal with next
cluster (lines 17 and 20 in Algorithm 2).
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For line 14 in Algorithm 2, the PM is unqualified if one of
the following conditions is satisfied:

(1) Condition 1: The average residual bandwidth of the
link that connects the PM directly is less than half of
the original value, where the original value is the
residual bandwidth after the first stage.

(2) Condition 2: All the VNFRs in the PM are moved out.
Condition 1 is to ensure that there is still bandwidth left to

execute the second adjustment process. Condition 2 is to free
out the empty PM from the adjustment process.

After implementing Algorithm 2, almost each PM has
some free CPU and memory resources. The next step is to
gather these free resources together to empty more PMs.

5.3.2 Inter Clusters Adjustment

Algorithm 3 along with Procedures 1 and 2 describes the
second adjustment process in detail. First the used PMs are
sorted based on their average resource utilization in ascend-
ing order, then we try to move all VNFRs one by one from
the PMs of low resource utilization to the PMs of high
resource utilization.

Algorithm 3. Inter Clusters Adjustment Algorithm

1: Input:Number of used PMs: P1,
Status of datacenter: S2;

2: Output:Number of used PMs: P2,
Status of datacenter: S3;

3: Calculate the average resource utilization of all used PMs.
4: Put all used PMs into a list Pl, and sort them in ascending

order based on the average resource utilization.
5: Set two pointers, rb and re. rb points to the source PM, indi-

cated as PMs, at the beginning of Pl. re points to the desti-
nation PM, indicated as PMd, at the end of Pl, and a shift
value d, d ¼ 0 initially.

6: while 1 do
7: Backup the current status of datacenter.
8: while rb < re do
9: for each VNFR in PMs do
10: if PMd can hold the VNFR then
11: Migrate the VNFR to PMd.
12: Modify the status of datacenter.
13: end
14: end
15: if PMs is empty then
16: P1 ¼ P1 � 1.
17: break.
18: else
19: re ¼ re � 1.
20: end
21: end
22: if rb ¼ re then
23: Procedure 1.
24: else if rb < re then
25: Procedure 2.
26:
27: end
28: P2 ¼ P1.
29: return P2, S3.

In order to realize themigration efficiently, we put all used
PMs in a list Pl, then we set two pointers rb and re in the

beginning and end position respectively, and the correspond-
ing PMs are called source PM, PMs and destination PM, PMd

(line 5 in Algorithm 3). After that, we move the VNFRs from
PMs to PMt (line 6-27 in Algorithm 3). If all VNFRs in PMs are
moved out, PMs is empty and the number of used PMs
decreases (line 16 in Algorithm 3). If not, we decrease re (line
19 in Algorithm 3), choosing a new PM as PMd for the VNFRs
in PMs. Lines 22-25 are used to check the causes that break the
innerwhile loop (lines 8-21 inAlgorithm 3).

Procedure 1.Modify rb and re when rb ¼ re

1: Restore the precious status of datacenter.
2: d ¼ dþ 1.
3: Set re to the end of Pl.
4: if rb þ d � re then
5: break.
6: else
7: Exchange the PM corresponding to rb þ d and rb.
8: end

Procedure 2.Modify rb and re when rb < re

1: rb ¼ rb þ 1.
2: Set re to the end of Pl.
3: if rb ¼ re then
4: break.
5: else
6: continue.
7: end

If rb ¼ re, it implies that all PMswhose resource utilization
are higher than that of PMs have been traversed, and the
VNFRs in PMs cannot be emptied. So we need to restore the
previous status of the datacenter to the beginning of this
round adjustment (line 1 in Procedure 1). Then we increase
the shift value d in order to choose the next PMs (line 2 in Pro-
cedure 1), and roll back re to the end of Pl (line 3 in Proce-
dure 1). If rb þ d � re (line 4 in Procedure 1), it means that
each of the used PMs has been treated as PMs once, and we
should stop the adjustment process (line 5 in Procedure 1).
Otherwise, we exchange the PMs corresponding to rb þ d and
rb, making the PM corresponding to rb þ d as the newPMs.

If rb < re, it implies that PMs is emptied. In this occa-
sion, we need to choose the next PM in list Pl as the new
PMs (lines 1 in Procedure 2). If rb ¼ re (line 3 in Procedure 2)
after the increasing of rb, it means that each of the used PMs
has been treated as PMs once, and we need to stop the
adjustment process.

When T-SAT is completed, the mapping of all VNFRs is
determined. Then we can place corresponding VNFs and
allocate the resources to each VNF according to the
demands of VNFRs on it.

5.4 Complexity Analysis

We give a detailed time complexity analysis about T-SAT in
this part.

For Algorithm 1, the complexity mainly focuses on the
two while loops in lines 4-34 and lines 9-33 respectively. For
the inner while loop (lines 9-33 in Algorithm 1), the time
complexity is
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jGcj þ ðjGcj � 1Þ þ � � � þ 1 ¼ jGcjðjGcj þ 1Þ=2: (21)

We assume that each PM can hold ’ SFCRs in average and
jGj=’ is an integer for the sake of deriving the formulations
clearly. Then for the outer while loop (lines 4-34 in Algo-
rithm 1), it runs jGj=’ times, and the total time complexity
of Algorithm 1 is

jGjðjGj þ 1Þ=2þ ðjGj � ’ÞððjGj � ’Þ þ 1Þ=2þ � � � þ
’ð’þ 1Þ=2 ¼ ðjGj þ ’Þð2jGj2 þ ’jGj þ 3jGjÞ=ð12’Þ: (22)

It can be seen that the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is at
the level ofOðjGj3=’Þ.

For Algorithms 2 and 3, we first introduce two variables,
Nc and h, which are the number of the clusters containing
used PMs and the number of PMs in one cluster respec-
tively. So there are Nc � h used PMs in total at most. The
time complexity of the while loop (lines 9-19 in Algorithm 2)
mainly results from the process of line 10 and line 11 in it.
Each PM contains F kinds of VNFRs at most, so the time
complexity of line 10 in Algorithm 2 is h �F at most. The
time complexity of line 11 in Algorithm 2 (Function 1) is 5h.
So the time complexity of the while loop (lines 9-19 in Algo-
rithm 2) is hðhFþ 5hÞ, and the time complexity of Algo-
rithm 2 isNchðhFþ 5hÞ, which is at the level ofOðNch

2Þ.
Knowing the total number of VNFRs, which isPjGj�1
g¼0 jCg j, and the total used PMs after the first stage,

which is Nc � h. Then in each PM, there are aboutPjGj�1
g¼0 jCg j=ðNchÞ VNFRs in average. So for Algorithm 3,

the iteration times of the inner while (lines 8-21 in Algo-

rithm 3) is
PjGj�1

g¼0 jCg j=ðNchÞ � ðNchÞ ¼
PjGj�1

g¼0 jCg j. We need
to traverse all the used PMs to see if it can be emptied. So
the above inner while loop runs Nch times, then the time

complexity upper bound of Algorithm 3 is Nch
PjGj�1

g¼0 jCg j.
Considering jGj=’ ¼ Nch, the time complexity of Algo-

rithm 3 is at the level ofOðPjGj�1g¼0 jCg jjGj=’Þ.
In general, the total complexity of correlation-based T-

SAT solution is OðjGj3=’þNch
2 þPjGj�1g¼0 jCg jjGj=’Þ. We

should notice that h is constant when the datacenter topol-
ogy is determined, Nc is also limited by the size of datacen-

ter and
PjGj�1

g¼0 jCg j < jGj2. So we can see that the time
complexity of T-SAT is at the level ofOðjGj3=’Þ.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate T-SAT in detail and compare it
with the modified FFD (FFD_w), PowerNets [27] and Algo-
rithm H (AH) [9]. In FFD_w, we sort all the VNFRs in
descending order based on their average resource demand
first, and then the VNFRs are mapped on the PMs one by
one based on first-fit (FF) algorithm. For each group of
results, we use the average of the results from 10 groups of
experiments to reduce the accidental errors.

6.1 Simulation Results with Gaussian Data

6.1.1 Simulation Settings

In evaluation, we use a 3-layer fat-tree of Clos topology [32],
where the size of the topology is determined by the number
of ports in the switches. For a k-ary Clos topology, there are

ðk=2Þ2 k-port core switches; k pods, each of which contain-
ing two layers of k=2 switches; and k3=4 hosts. We set
k ¼ 16 in the simulation. Each PM has 100 units CPU
resources, 100 units memory resources, and the link capac-
ity is a variable. Both a and b are set to be 0.5 in Function 1.
ucpu; umem and ulink are all set to be 0.

6.1.2 Workload of SFCRs

The workload of one SFCR is the linear accumulation of all
VNFRs’ workloads in it. For one VNFR, its CPU, memory
and bandwidth workload are all generated according

Gxðt; sÞ ¼
Xk�1
i¼0

Aiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

si

exp �ðx� tiÞ2
2s2

i

 !
: (23)

Eq. (23) is the accumulation of k Gaussian functions. Aiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

si

indicates the amplitude of ith Gaussian function. Because

every Gaussian function has only one peak, the value of

which equals the amplitude, and k tis are different from

each other, so k also indicates the number of peak values of

one workload. In the simulation, we have 50 percent Ele-

phant VNFRs whose CPU Ai, memory Ai and bandwidth
Ai are all randomized values obeying uniform distribution

from 2 to 3 units and 50 percent Mice VNFRs whose CPU

Ai, memory Ai and bandwidth Ai are all randomized values

obeying uniform distribution from 0.2 to 0.3 units. For both

the Elephant and Mice VNFRs, the sis are randomized val-

ues obeying uniform distribution from 0.35 to 0.4. For one

SFCR, the VNFRs in it belong to only one type, either Ele-

phant VNFR or Mice VNFR.
We assume that the time interval T is a day. As we know,

ti determines the position of the peak value of one Gaussian
function, so we separate the SFCRs into three types accord-
ing to different tis:

� Day SFCR (d-SFCR): The peak loads of this kind of
SFCR mainly show up at daytime. We apply the 24-
hour clock, so tis are chosen from time points
[8,9,10,11,14,15,16,17,20].

� Night SFCR (n-SFCR): The peak loads mainly show
up at night. And tis are chosen from time points
[0,1,2,3,4,5,22,23].

� Randomized Time SFCR (r-SFCR): The peak loads
show up randomly at the whole day. It occupies a
share of the total SFCRs, and the rest are separated
evenly between the d-SFCR and the n-SFCR.

Fig. 3 shows the Gaussian workloads of three types of
SFCRs, in which the numbers with the underline are the
indexes of different kinds of VNFRs, which vary from 0 to
19, so F ¼ 20 in the simulation. SFCRs need not to have the
same number or same kinds of VNFRs in our simulations.
In fact, the number of VNFRs in each SFCR is a random var-
iable varying from 1 to 20. In addition, in Fig. 3, in band is
the traffic that flows in one VNFR, while out band is the traf-
fic that flows out of one VNFR. Generally, out band is differ-
ent from in band after the processing of one VNF. Because
Gxðt; sÞ is a continuous function, we apply the uniform
sampling to the workload to get the workload vectors. In
the simulation, we sample the workload every other 0.1
from 0 to 24.
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6.1.3 Results with Gaussian Data

a) Performance Comparisons with Different BRCs. We expose
the influence of BRCs on the performance of T-SAT in this
part. To demonstrate the relationship more briefly and
clearly, we set values of c-BRCs and m-BRCs as the same.
Fig. 4a shows the results. Error bars represent the 95 percent
confidence intervals, so are they in the following results.

From the figure, we can see that with the increasing of
BRCs, T-SAT always performs better than the benchmarks.
It is because we combine the VNFRs that demand the
same type of VNF together, and then fewer VNF instances
are placed, so BRCs are fewer. Moreover, the bigger the vol-
ume of BRCs is, the better T-SAT performs. The fewer PMs,
the less power consumption and operation cost consequently.

b) Performance Comparisons with Different Link Capacity.
Another factor that may influence the performance of our
solution is the link capacity. So in this part, we take the link
capacity as the variable and compare the performance of
different solutions.

From Fig. 4b, we can see that with the increasing of link
capacity, the number of used PMs decreases. Because more
bandwidth resources lead to more adequate adjustment of
T-SAT, then the used PMs are fewer. Moreover, T-SAT per-
forms much better than the benchmarks when the band-
width resource is scarce. Because T-SAT is inclined to put
the whole SFCR in one PM, and then there is less interacting
traffic between the PMs. Subsequently, there are fewer link
bottlenecks in the network, and the resources of PM can be
utilized more adequately. Besides, T-SAT considers the cor-
relation between the workloads of different SFCRs, which
leads to a higher utilization of PMs’ resources.

c) Performance Comparisons with Different Number of
SFCRs. In this part, we evaluate the performance of different
solutions via the varying number of SFCRs. As Fig. 4c
shows, the number of used PMs increases with more SFCRs.

Meanwhile, T-SAT results in the least PMs. This phenome-
non indicates that T-SAT has a consistent advantage over
the benchmarks with the increasing of SFCRs.

d) Performance Comparisons with Different Ratio of r-SFCR.
In this part, we treat the ratio of r-SFCR as the variable and
compare the performance of different solutions. From
Fig. 4d, we can see that the more r-SFCRs, the more used
PMs resulting from the solutions except for FFD_w. Mean-
while, T-SAT still performs the best.

For the performance declining of T-SAT, it is because the
more r-SFCR, the fewer SFCRs whose workloads are com-
plementary, and then the resource consumptions are more.
As for the performance of FFD_w, it is because FFD_w does
not consider the workload correlation between different
VNFRs, so it is more likely to put VNFRs whose workloads
are less related together when the share of r-SFCR increases,
which increases the utilization of the PMs resources. As a
result, the number of used PMs decreases with the increas-
ing of r-SFCR ratio for FFD_w.

e) T-SAT versus Optimal Results. We reveal the gap
between the performance of T-SAT and the optimal results
in this part. With the help of Gurobi [22], the optimal results
are derived when the number of SFCRs is small. In the sim-
ulation of this part, each SFCR contains 10 VNFRs in aver-
age. From Fig. 5, we can see that T-SAT can acquire near
effect compared with the optimal results derived by Gurobi
when the number of SFCRs is small.

f) The Utilization of Network Resources. Fig. 6 shows the
CDF curves of resource utilization resulting from different
solutions. The CDF of resource utilization is calculated
using

CDF ð%0Þ ¼ Nð% � %0Þ
Rt

; (24)

Fig. 3. Gaussian workload of different kinds of SFCRs.

Fig. 4. Performance comparison of different algorithms with Gaussian data.
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where Rt is the number of total used PMs or links, and
Nð% � %0Þ indicates the number of PMs or links whose
resource utilization % are below the threshold %0.

Figs. 6a and 6b show the CDF curves of CPU and mem-
ory utilization with BRCs. We can see that the CPU and
memory utilization of 80 percent PMs exceeds 70 percent by
applying T-SAT, Powernets, and AH, which is very high.
The high utilization owes to the consideration of time-
varying feature of the workloads. Fig. 6c is the CDF of band-
width utilization. We can see that the bandwidth utilization
is also very high, and the utilization of about 80 percent
PMs exceeds 50 percent.

Figs. 6d and 6e are the CDF curves of CPU and memory
utilization without accounting for the occupation of BRCs.
Excluding BRCs, the resource consumptions are only caused
by users’ demands. Thus for the same set of SFCRs, the
higher resource utilization in the PMs, the fewer PMs will be
used. From the figures, we can see that T-SAT has the highest
resource utilization excluding BRCs, which strengthens its
performance advantages over the benchmarks.

6.2 Simulation Results with Google Data

6.2.1 Simulation Settings

In this section, we evaluate T-SAT with the data derived
from Google Cluster Trace [23]. Google cluster trace records
the resource utilization of the machines in Google’s datacen-
ters in the form of jobs. A job is comprised of one or more
tasks, each of which is accompanied by a set of resource
requirements used for scheduling (packing) the tasks onto

machines. The relationship between job and tasks is very
similar to the relationship between SFCR and VNFRs. So we
use jobs in the Google cluster trace to simulate the SFCRs
and use tasks in the jobs to simulate the VNFRs in the
SFCRs. Table 2 shows the distribution of jobs derived from
part of the data set based on the task number in them. We
choose the jobs whose task numbers are between 2 and 20
as our simulation data, so the number of total jobs is 1171.

However, the trace only provides the normalized
resource consumptions of CPU and memory, so we use
Eq. (25) to ca lculate the normalized resource consumptions
of bandwidth

Ulink ¼ 0:5 � Ucpu þ 0:5 � Umem: (25)

We use the same topology as that in the Gaussian data part.
Because the CPU and memory consumptions are normal-
ized in Google cluster trace, we set both the capacity of CPU
and memory resource to 1 unit. As for the link capacity, we
treat it as a variable.

6.2.2 Results with Google Data

Fig. 7 shows the results with Google cluster trace data. From
the figures, we can draw the consistent conclusions with the
Gaussian data. However, we find that the advantages of T-
SAT are not so noticeable. This phenomenon exposes one of
the shortcomings of correlation-based algorithms, which is
sensitive to the data set. When the workloads of different
SFCRs or VNFRs have less correlation with each other, the
correlation-based algorithms usually can achieve a better
performance. However, if the workloads always coincide
with each other, the correlation based algorithms do not
exhibit their advantages significantly.

Fig. 8 shows the utilization of CPU, memory and band-
width with Google data. From the figure, we can see that
both average utilization of CPU and bandwidth are about
50 percent. But for the memory utilization, it is so high that

Fig. 5. Performance of different algorithms versus optimal results.

Fig. 6. CDF of network resource utilization with Gaussian data.

TABLE 2
Jobs Distribution Based on Task Number

Task Number
in a Job

The Corresponding
Number of Jobs

1 2,322
2 369
3 230
4 72
5 138
5 to 10 236
10 to 20 126
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about 80 percent PMs exceed 90 percent, from which we can
infer that the Google trace data we apply in the simulations
has a preference for memory resource.

7 CONCLUSION

We address the VNF placement problem in cloud datacen-
ter with a set of known SFCRs. In order to optimize the uti-
lization of network resources, the time-varying workloads
and BRCs are taken into consideration. Besides, we reveal
the confliction between BRCs and the interacting traffic
between the PMs. Then we formulate the problem as an
ILP model, aiming to minimize the number of used PMs,
and propose a two-stage heuristic algorithm, T-SAT. To
evaluate the performance of our solution, we make an
analysis in detail through simulations with artificial data
we compose with Gaussian functions and Google trace
data. In the simulations, we compare T-SAT with the
benchmarks in existing. The simulation results show that
T-SAT can improve the utilization of network resources
significantly and acquire a smaller number of used PMs
than the benchmarks. Moreover, the performance of T-
SAT is very near to the optimal results. Meanwhile, we
reveal one shortcoming of the correlation based solutions,
which is sensitive to the data set.

In fact, the considerations of time-varying workloads and
BRCs not only apply to VNF placement problem in the data-
center networks, and it will be our future work to study the
VNF placement problem with the two factors in a wider
scenario.
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